RICKYLEAKS
In a post at the Document Exploitation blog,
Douglas Cox reminds us of how Crazy Pete
Hoekstra and Rick Santorum pressured the
government to make all of Saddam’s
documents–including a plan for a nuke–available
on the InterToobz.
The drive towards this unprecedented doc
dump arose in earnest in late 2005 and
early 2006 when the continuing public
debate over the justifications for the
2003 Iraq invasion turned towards the
possibility of untapped evidence in the
captured documents from Iraq.

Could

they contain, for instance, “smoking
gun” evidence of links between Saddam
and al-Qaeda?

Stephen F. Hayes at the

Weekly Standard, for example, had an
impressive series of pieces during this
period on his attempts to obtain access
to some of the captured Iraqi documents
both via the Pentagon press office and
via repeated FOIA requests. He also
covered growing calls in Congress for
the release of the material.

See in

particular his “Where Are the Pentagon
Papers?” in November 2005, “Down the
Memory Hole: The Pentagon sits on the
documents of the Saddam Hussein
regime” in December, and both “Saddam’s
Terror Training Camps: What the
documents captured from the former Iraqi
regime reveal — and why they should all
be made public” and “Read All About It:
Prewar Iraqi documents are of more than
academic interest” from January 2006.
In March 2006, both then-Rep. Pete
Hoekstra and then-Sen. Rick Santorum
took action by introducing nearly
identical bills in the House and Senate
that required the “Director of National
Intelligence to release documents
captured in Afghanistan or Iraq during

Operation Desert Storm, Operation
Enduring Freedom, or Operation Iraqi
Freedom.”

This led Gawker to make the obvious analogy to
WikiLeaks.
Catholic scold Rick Santorum thinks
Julian Assange is a “terrorist”—and
ought to be prosecuted as such—for his
role in releasing thousands of pages of
classified documents on the internet. He
ought to know: In 2006, Sen. Rick
Santorum literally forced the U.S.
government to dump thousands of pages of
classified records concerning Iraq onto
the web, including detailed plans for
building a nuclear weapon, so that
right-wing bloggers could search them
for evidence of Saddam Hussein’s phantom
WMD.
[snip]
No less an authority than former Bush
chief of staff Andrew Card said at the
time that the release was stupid, and
that Director of National Intelligence
John Negroponte had opposed Santorum’s
push for release: “John Negroponte
warned us that we don’t know what’s in
these documents, so these are being put
out at some risk, and that was a warning
that he put out right when they first
released the documents.”
ODNI of course took the documents down,
but not before they were grabbed by
anyone and everyone who may have been
interested in designing a nuclear
weapon.
A spokesman for Santorum did not respond
to a request for comment.

Maybe now that he has effectively called himself
a terrorist Santorum will start campaigning

against Obama’s use of drones to target American
citizens?
(Max Sawicky gets full credit for the post
title.)

